Southwest Flight Genter Flight Review Quiz
I. Review of FAR Part 61 and

l.

91

Your

certificates must be

and

possession when

flying

as

pilot in command. 61.5

2. A third class medical certificate
after the date

expires_

in your

received before your 40th birthday

issued A third

class medical received on

months after the date issued

.

expires_

months

or after your 40th birthday

61.23

3. A Flight

Review must be accomplished within the preceding
you to legally act as pilot in command. 61.56

_

months in order for

4. In order to carry passengers, you must have made _

takeoffs and landings as sole
manipulator of the controls in an aircraft of the same category and class within the preceding
61.57
days. For night flight the three landings must be made to a

5.

You must notify the FAA

within

days after a permanent change of your mailing

address in order to exercise the privileges of your certificate. 61.60

6.

Who is responsible for determining whether an aircraft is in an airworthy condition?

7.

You may not act as a crewmember of a civil aircraft within

. 91.7

hours after the

consumption of an alcoholic beverage. 91.17

8.

As pilot in command, in addition to familiarizing yourself with all available information
concerning any flight, you are specifically required to determine
. For a flight not in the vicinity of the airport you must also
and
check
and

9.

91

103

As pilot in command you are required to ensure that each person on board occupies a seat
with a
. 91.107

10. True or False: during landing, the aircraft at the lower altitude has the right of way over
91 . I 13
atcraft at a higher altitude?
11.Over congested areas, you may not operate an aircraft below
12. When

flying cross-country, how should you

set your altimeter?

AGL. 91.I

.

19

91.121

13. True or False: you may not under any circumstances deviate from an ATC clearance unless
91.123
you obtain an amended clearance? _
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14. ATC light signals have the following meanings'. 91.125
on the ground

in flight

a) steady green
b) flashing green
c) steady red
d) flashing red
e) alternating red and green
15. Describe how you would make an approach and landing when approaching
airport without an operating control tower.

to land at an

9t

127

16. True or False: you must maintain two-way radio communication when operating in Class D
Airspace where the tower is operated by the U.S. Government?
91.129
17. When approaching to land on a runway equipped with VASI, you must

. 9t.129
18. True or False: an appropriate ATC clearance is required for operation on a taxiway" as well
as a runw-ay, at an airport with an operating control tower?
9t.129

19. In order to operate an aircraft within Class B Airspace the following equipment must be on
board: a)
b)
. 91.131
20. True or False: you may operate an aircraft within restricted airspace under certain condition?
91.133

21. You may not begin a flight under VFR conditions unless you have sufficient fuel, assuming
normal cruise, to fly to your first point of intended landing plus
minutes day and
minutes night. 91. 15 I

22. Within Class E Airspace above 1200 ft AGL and below 10,000 ft. MSL, the basic VFR
weather minimums are
. 91.155

2.i. Above

10,000 ft. MSL the weather mlnlmums are
91 . 155

The altitude you should fly during VFR cross-country flight when cruising above 3,000 ft.
AGL and below 18,000 ft. MSL is
91.1s9

25

You

a)

are required

to

have the following documents

b)

26. TheELT battery must be replaced after

in the

aircraft during flight

e1.203
91.207
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27. Aircraft position lights must be displayed from

ro

.

91.209

28. In order to legally operate your airplane above 10,000 ft. MSL you must have an operable
9T 2T5

29. True of False: acrobatic flight is permitted within a federal airway and below 1500 ft. AGL

providingreasonablecautioirisexercised?-91.303
30. You may not legally operate an aircraft unless it has had an inspection within the preceding
months. 97.409

31. Should you be involved in an aircraft accident, you could determine if it was reportable by
consulting

II.

Airspace and Operating Procedures (see sectional chart and AIM)

1. The dimensions of Class

D Airspace are:

2. How is Class D Airspace depicted on the sectional chart?

3. When is Class D Airspace in effect?

4. How is Class C Airspace depicted on the sectional?

5. True or False: prior to entering Class C Airspace you are required to contact the appropriate
ATC?
6. How is Class B Airspace depicted on the sectional chart and what is the floor and ceiling over
Scottsdale Airport?

7. What is the purpose of Class E Airspace?

8. Controlled airspace is depicted

on the sectional chart in two colors. What are they and what

is the floor of each?

9.

True or False: You may enter an MOA during VFR flight?
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10.

If your aircraft is equipped with a transponder, unless otherwise directed by ATC, you should
when flying VFR. The emergency squawk is _.
squawk

11. What is

Flight Watch?

12. The Flight Watch frequency is

l3.Unless otherwise published, the FAA recommends a pattern altitude of
uncontrolled airports.

_

l4.What is the meaning of these VASI light combinations?
a) all white
b) red over white
c) all red
15. When landing behind a heavy

III.

jet aircraft, you should

Questions pertaining to specific aircraft

-

as assigned by the

flight instructor

ft. AGL

at

